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Abstract
Given a rooted, binary phylogenetic network and a rooted, binary phylogenetic tree, can the tree
be embedded into the network? This problem, called Tree Containment, arises when validating
networks constructed by phylogenetic inference methods. We present the first algorithm for (rooted)
Tree Containment using the treewidth t of the input network N as parameter, showing that the
problem can be solved in 2O(t2) · |N | time and space.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background: phylogenetic trees and networks

Phylogenetic trees and networks are graphs used to represent evolutionary relationships. In
particular, a rooted phylogenetic network is a directed acyclic graph with distinctly labelled
leaves, a unique root and no indegree-1 outdegree-1 vertices. The labels of the leaves can, for
example, represent a collection of studied biological species, and the network then describes
how they evolved from a common ancestor (the root). Here, we will only consider rooted
binary phylogenetic networks, which we will call networks for short. Vertices with indegree 2
in such a network are called reticulations and represent events where lineages combine,
for example the emergence of new hybrid species. A network without reticulations is a
phylogenetic tree.
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Figure 1 Left: a phylogenetic tree T . Middle: a phylogenetic network N displaying T (solid
lines indicate an embedding of T ; black nodes indicate reticulations). Right: the display graph
D(N, T ) of N and T (see Section 1.5) with the network part drawn on top and the tree part drawn
on the bottom. Note that vertices of the display graph are not labelled. In the figure, the leaves
(square vertices) are ordered in the same way as in N .

1.2 The Tree Containment problem
The evolutionary history of a small unit of hereditary information (for example a gene, a
fraction of a gene or (in linguistics) a word) can often be described by a phylogenetic tree.
This is because at each reticulation, each unit is inherited from only one parent. Hence, if
we trace back the evolutionary history of such a hereditary unit in the network, we see that
its phylogenetic tree can be embedded in the network. This raises the fundamental question:
given a phylogenetic network and a phylogenetic tree, can the tree be embedded into the
network? This is called the Tree Containment problem (see Figure 1). To formalize this
problem, we say that a network N displays a tree T if some subgraph of N is a subdivision
of T .

Input: phylogenetic network Nin and tree Tin, both on the same set of leaf labels
Question: Does Nin display Tin?

Tree Containment (TC)

1.2.1 Motivation
Apart from being a natural and perhaps one of the most fundamental questions regarding
phylogenetic networks, the Tree Containment problem has direct applications in phylo-
genetics. The main application is the validation of phylogenetic network inference methods.
After constructing a network, one may want to verify whether it is consistent with the
phylogenetic trees. For example, if a heuristic method is used to generate a network for a
genomic data set, and tree inference methods are used to generate trees for each gene, then
the quality of the produced network can be assessed by computing the fraction of the gene
trees that can be embedded into it. In addition, one may want to find the actual embeddings
for visualisation purposes and/or to assess the importance of each network arc.

However, our main motivation for studying Tree Containment is that it is a first step
towards the wider application of treewidth based approaches in phylogenetics (see Sections 1.4
and 1.5). The techniques we develop are not exclusively designed for Tree Containment
but intended to be useful also for other problems such as Network Containment [31] and
Hybridization Number [8, 41, 42, 43]. The former is the natural generalization of Tree
Containment in which we have two networks as input and want to decide whether one can
be embedded into the other. It can, in particular, be used to decide whether two networks
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are isomorphic. In the latter problem, Hybridization Number, the input consists of a set
of phylogenetic trees, and the aim is to construct a network with at most k reticulations that
embeds each of the input trees. Although this will certainly be non-trivial, we expect that at
least part of the approach we introduce here can be applied to those and other problems in
phylogenetics.

1.3 Previous work
Tree Containment was shown to be NP-hard [32], even for tree-sibling, time-consistent,
regular networks [29]. On the positive side, polynomial-time algorithms were found for other
restricted classes, including tree-child networks [17, 18, 22, 24, 29, 44]. The first non-trivial
FPT algorithm for Tree Containment on general networks had running time O(2k/2n2),
where the parameter k is the number of reticulations in the network [32]. Another algorithm
was proposed by [23] with the same parameter, but it is only shown to be FPT for a
restricted class of networks. Since the problem can be split into independent subproblems
at non-leaf cut-edges [29], the parameterization can be improved to the largest number of
reticulations in any biconnected component (block), also called the level of the network.
Further improving the parameterization, the maximum number t∗ of “unstable component-
roots” per biconnected component was considered and an algorithm (working also in the
non-binary case) was found with running time O(3t∗ |N ||T |) [44]. Herein, a parameterization
“improves” over another if the first is provably smaller than (a function of) the second in any
input network.

Several generalizations and variants of the Tree Containment problem have been
studied. The more general Network Containment problem asks to embed a network
in another and has been shown to be solvable in polynomial time on a restricted network
class [31]. When allowing multifurcations and non-binary reticulations, two variants of
Tree Containment have been considered: In the firm version, each non-binary node
(“polytomy”) of the tree has to be embedded in a polytomy of the network whereas, in the
soft version, polytomies may be “resolved” into binary subtrees in any way [2]. Finally, the
unrooted version of Tree Containment was also shown to be NP-hard but fixed-parameter
tractable when the parameter is the reticulation number (the number of edges that need
to be deleted from the network to obtain a tree) [28]. While this version of the problem is
also known to be fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the treewidth of the network [30],
the work does not explicitly describe an algorithm and the implied running time depends on
Courcelle’s theorem [10] which makes practical implementation virtually impossible.

Since the notion of “display” closely resembles that of “topological minor” (with the
added constraint that the embedding must respect leaf-labels), Tree Containment can
be understood as a special case of a variant of the well-known Topological Minor
Containment (TMC) problem for directed graphs. TMC is known to be NP-complete
in general by reduction from Hamiltonian Cycle and previous algorithmic results focus
on the undirected variant, parameterized by the size h of the sought topological minor H

(corresponding to the input tree for Tree Containment). In particular, undirected TMC can
be solved in f(h)nO(1) time [21, 15]. In the directed case, even the definition of “topological
minor” has been contested [19] and we are aware of little to no algorithmic results. In Tree
Containment, part of the embedding of the host tree in the guest network is fixed by the
leaf-labeling. If the node-mapping is fixed for all nodes of the host, then directed TMC
generalizes the Disjoint Paths problem [16], which is NP-complete for 2 paths or in case
the host network is acyclic. Indeed, one can show Tree Containment to be NP-hard in a
similar fashion [32].

ESA 2022
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1.4 Treewidth
From the overview presented in Section 1.3, we see that the parameters that are most heavily
used are the reticulation number and the level. This is true not only for Tree Containment
but more generally in the phylogenetic networks literature. Although these parameters are
natural, their downside is that they are not necessarily much smaller than the input size.
This is why we study a different parameter here.

The treewidth of a graph measures its tree-likeness (see definition below), similarly to
the reticulation number and level. In that sense, it is also a natural parameter to consider
in phylogenetics, where networks are often expected to be reasonably tree-like. A major
advantage of treewidth is that it is expected to be much smaller than the reticulation number
and level. In particular, there exist classes of networks for which the treewidth is at most
a constant factor times the square-root of the level (see [33] for an example). Moreover,
a broad range of advanced techniques have been developed for designing FPT algorithms
for graph problems when the parameter is the treewidth [4, 12, 6, 13]. For these reasons,
the treewidth has recently been studied for phylogenetics problems [30, 34, 33, 38] and
related width parameters have been proposed [3]. However, using treewidth as parameter for
phylogenetic problems poses major challenges and, therefore, there are still few algorithms in
phylogenetics that use treewidth as parameter (see Section 1.5).

It will be convenient to define a tree decomposition of a graph G = (V, E) as a rooted
tree, where each vertex of the tree is called a bag and is assigned a partition (P, S, F ) of V ,
where S is a separator between P and F . We will refer to S as the present of the bag. The
set P is equal to the union of the presents of all descendant bags (minus the elements of S)
and we refer to it as the past of the bag. The set F = V \ (S ∪ P ) is referred to as the future
of the bag. For each edge of the graph, there is at least one bag for which both endpoints
of the edge are in the present of the bag. Finally, for each v ∈ V , the bags that have v in
the present form a non-empty connected subtree of the tree decomposition. The width of a
tree decomposition is one less than the maximum size of any bag’s present and the treewidth
tw(G) of a graph G is the minimum width of any tree decomposition of G. The treewidth of
a phylogenetic network or other directed graph is the treewidth of the underlying undirected
graph.

Our dynamic programming works with nice tree decompositions, in which the root is
assigned (V,∅,∅) and each bag assigned (P, S, F ) has exactly one of four types: Leaf bags
have P = S = ∅ (hence F = V ) and have no child, Introduce bags have a single child
assigned (P, S \ {z}, F ∪ {z}) for some z ∈ S, Forget bags have a single child assigned
(P \ {z}, S ∪ {z}, F ) for some z ∈ P , and Join bags have two children assigned (L, S, F ∪ R)
and (R, S, F ∪L) respectively, where (L, R) is a partition of P . When the treewidth is bounded
by a constant, [5] showed that a minimum-width tree decomposition can be found in linear
time and [36] showed that a nice tree decomposition of the same width can be obtained in
linear time. Regarding approximation, it is known that, for all graphs G, tree decompositions
of width O(tw(G)) can be computed in time single-exponential in tw(G) [11, 7, 37] and tree
decompositions of width O(tw(G)

√
log tw(G)) can be computed in polynomial time [14].

1.5 Challenges
One of the main challenges of using treewidth as parameter in phylogenetics is that the
central goal in this field is to infer phylogenetic networks and, thus, the network is not
known a priori so a tree decomposition cannot be constructed easily. A possible strategy to
overcome this problem is to work with the display graph (see Figure 1). Consider a problem
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taking as input a set of trees, such as Hybridization Number. Then, the display graph of
the trees is obtained by taking all trees and identifying leaves with the same label. Now we
have a graph in the input and hence we can compute a tree decomposition. Moreover, in
some cases, there is a strong relation between the treewidth of the display graph and the
treewidth of an optimal network [20, 33, 30].

A few instances of exploiting (tree decompositions of) the display graph of input networks
for algorithm design have been published. Famously, Bryant and Lagergren [9] designed
MSOL formulations solving the Tree Consistency problem on display graphs, which have
been improved1 by a concrete dynamic programming on a given tree decomposition of the
display graph [1]. Kelk et al. [34] also developed MSOL formulations on display graphs for
multiple incongruence measures on trees, based on so-called “agreement forests”. For the
Tree Containment problem, MSOL formulations acting on the display graph have been
used to prove fixed-parameter tractability with respect to the treewidth [30]. Analogously to
the work of Baste et al. [1] for Tree Consistency, we develop in this manuscript a concrete
dynamic programming algorithm for Tree Containment acting on display graphs.

Tree Containment is conceptually similar to Hybridization Number in the sense
that the main challenge is to decide which tree vertices correspond to which vertices of the
other trees (for Hybridization Number) or network vertices (for Tree Containment).
However, Hybridization Number is even more challenging since the network may contain
vertices that do not correspond to any input vertex [41]. Therefore, Tree Containment is a
natural first problem to develop techniques for, aiming at extending them to Hybridization
Number and other problems in phylogenetics in the long run.

That being said, solving Tree Containment parameterized by treewidth poses major
challenges itself. Even though the general idea of dynamic programming on a tree decompos-
ition is clear, its concrete use for Tree Containment is severely complicated by the fact
that the tree decomposition does not know the correspondence between tree vertices and
network vertices. For example, when considering a certain bag of the tree decomposition,
a tree vertex that is in the present of that bag may have to be embedded into a network
vertex that is in the past or in the future. It may also be necessary to map vertices from the
future of the tree to the past of the network and vice versa. Therefore, it will not be possible
to “forget the past” and “not worry about the future”. In particular, this makes it much
more challenging to bound the number of possible assignments for a given bag. We will do
this by bounding the number of “time-travelling” vertices by a function of the treewidth. We
will describe these challenges in more detail in Section 2.2.

1.6 Our contribution

In this paper, we present an FPT-algorithm for Tree Containment parameterized by
the treewidth of the input network. Our algorithm is one of the first (constructive) FPT-
algorithms for a problem in phylogenetics parameterized by treewidth. We believe that this
is an important development as the treewidth can be much smaller than other parameters
such as reticulation number and level which are easier to work with. We see this algorithm as
an important step towards the wide application of treewidth-based methods in phylogenetics.

1 Commonly, MSOL formulations are used to classify problems as FPT but are considered impractical
since the resulting running times are dominated by a tower of exponentials of size bounded in the
treewidth.

ESA 2022
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Reformulating the problem
A key concept throughout this paper will be display graphs [9], which are the graphs formed
from the union of a phylogenetic tree and a phylogenetic network by identifying leaves with
the same labels. Throughout this paper we will let Nin and Tin denote the respective input
network and tree in our instance of Tree Containment. The main object of study will be
the “display graph” of Nin and Tin. For the purposes of our dynamic programming algorithm,
we will often consider graphs that are not exactly this display graph, but may be thought of
as roughly corresponding to subgraphs of it (though they are not exactly subgraphs; see [40,
Appendix A.1]). In order to incorporate such graphs as well, we will define display graphs in
a slightly more general way than that usually found in the literature. In particular, we allow
for the two “sides” of a display graph to be disconnected, and for some leaves to belong to
one side but not the other.

▶ Definition 1 (display graph). A display graph is a directed acyclic graph D = (V, A), with
specified subsets VT , VN ⊆ V such that VT ∪ VN = V , satisfying the following properties:

The graph T := D[VT ] is an out-forest;
Every vertex has in- and out-degree at most 2 and total degree at most 3;
Any vertex in VN ∩VT has out-degree 0 and in-degree at most 1 in both T and N := D[VN ].

Herein, we call T the tree side and N the network side of D and we will use the term D(N, T )
to denote a display graph with network side N and tree side T .

Given a phylogenetic network Nin and phylogenetic tree Tin with the same leaf-label set,
we define Din(Nin, Tin) to be the display graph formed by taking the disjoint union of Nin
and Tin and identifying pairs of leaves that have the same label. We note that, while the
leaves of Nin and Tin were originally labelled, this labelling does not appear in Din(Nin, Tin).
Labels were used to construct Din(Nin, Tin), but in the rest of the paper we will not need to
consider them. Indeed, such labels are relevant to the Tree Containment problem only
insofar as they establish a relation between the leaves of Tin and Nin, and this relation is
now captured by the structure of Din(Nin, Tin).

We now reformulate the Tree Containment problem in terms of an embedding function
on a display graph. Unlike the standard definition of an embedding function (see, e.g., [29]),
which is defined for a phylogenetic network N and tree T , our definition of an embedding
function applies directly to the display graph D(N, T ). Because of our more general definition
of display graphs, our definition of an embedding function will also be more general than that
found in the literature. The key idea of an embedding function remains the same, however:
it shows how a subdivision of T may be viewed as a subgraph of N .

▶ Definition 2 (embedding function). Let D be a display graph with network side N and tree
side T , and let P(N) denote the set of all directed paths in N . An embedding function on D

is a function ϕ : V (T ) ∪ A(T ) → V (N) ∪ P(N) such that:
(a) for each u ∈ V (T ), ϕ(u) ∈ V (N) and, for each arc uv ∈ A(T ), ϕ(uv) is a directed

ϕ(u)-ϕ(v)-path in N ;
(b) for any distinct u, v ∈ V (T ), ϕ(u) ̸= ϕ(v);
(c) for any u ∈ V (T ) ∩ V (N), ϕ(u) = u;
(d) the paths {ϕ(uv) | uv ∈ A(T )} are arc-disjoint;
(e) for any distinct p, q ∈ A(T ), ϕ(p) and ϕ(q) share a vertex z only if p and q share a vertex

w with z = ϕ(w);
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Note that the standard definition of an embedding of a phylogenetic tree T into a phylogenetic
network N (see e.g. [29]) coincides with the definition of an embedding function on D(N, T ).
Property (e) ensures that, while the embeddings of arcs uv, vw1, vw2 can all meet at ϕ(v),
the embeddings of different tree arcs cannot otherwise meet. (In particular, the path ϕ(uv)
cannot end at a reticulation that is also an internal vertex of ϕ(u′v′), something that is
otherwise allowed by properties (a)–(d).)

▶ Lemma 3. A phylogenetic network N displays a phylogenetic tree T if and only if there is
an embedding function on D(N, T ).

In light of Lemma 3, we may henceforth view Tree Containment as the following problem:

Input: phylogenetic network Nin and phylogenetic tree Tin with the same leaf-label set
Task: Find an embedding function on Din(Nin, Tin).

Tree Containment (TC)

2.2 Overview of our approach
We study Tree Containment parameterized by the treewidth of the input network Nin. A
key tool will be the following theorem.

▶ Theorem 4 ([30]). Let N and T be an unrooted binary phylogenetic network and tree,
respectively, with the same leaf-label set. If N displays T then tw(D(N, T )) ≤ 2tw(N) + 1.

By Theorem 4, we suppose that the display graph Din(Nin, Tin) has treewidth at most 2k + 1,
where k is the treewidth of the underlying undirected graph N of Nin as, otherwise, N does
not display the unrooted version T of Tin, implying that Nin does not display Tin.

As is often the case for treewidth parameterizations, we will proceed via a dynamic
programming on a tree decomposition, in this case a tree decomposition of Din(Nin, Tin).
Recall that we view a bag (P, S, F ) in the tree decomposition as partitioning the vertices
of Din(Nin, Tin) into past, present and future. A typical dynamic programming approach
is to store, for each bag, some set of information about the present, while forgetting most
information about the past, and not yet caring about what happens in the future. The
resulting information is stored in a “signature”, and the algorithm works by calculating which
signatures are possible on each bag, in a bottom-up manner. This approach is complicated by
the fact that the sought-for embedding of Tin into Nin may not map the past/present/future
of Tin into the past/present/future (respectively) of Nin. Vertices from the past of Tin may
be embedded in the future of Nin, or vice versa. Thus, we have to store more information
than we might at first think. In particular, it is not enough to store information about which
present vertices of Tin are embedded in which present vertices of Nin (indeed, depending
on the bag, it may be that none of them are). As such, our notion of a “signature” has
to track how vertices from the past of Tin are embedded in the present and future of Nin,
and which vertices from the past of Nin contain vertices from the present or future of Tin.
Vertices of the past which are mapped to vertices of the past, on the other hand, can mostly
be forgotten about.

2.3 An informal guide to (compact) signatures
Roughly speaking, a signature σ for a bag (P, S, F ) in the tree decomposition of Din(Nin, Tin)
consists of the following items (see Figure 3 for an example):

ESA 2022
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F

P

Nin

Tin

future

future

past

Figure 2 Left: An example of a display graph Din(Nin, Tin) for which Nin displays Tin as witnessed
by the embedding function ϕ that is indicated by bold edges. Highlighting with dashed border
represents the sets P and F , for some bag (P, S, F ) in a tree decomposition of Din(Nin, Tin). Right:
A representation of the (compact) signature for (P, S, F ) derived from this solution. Vertices labelled
past or future are highlighted in gray without border.

1. a display graph D(N, T ), some of whose vertices correspond (isomorphically) to S ⊆
V (Din(Nin, Tin)), and the rest of which are labeled past or future (which we may think
of as vertices corresponding to some vertex of Din(Nin, Tin) in P or F , respectively). We
use a function ι on V (D(N, T )) to capture both this correspondence and labelling, where ι

maps each vertex to an element of S or a label from {past, future}.
2. an embedding ϕ of T in N such that, for no arc uv, all of V (ϕ(uv)) ∪ {u, v} have the

same label y ∈ {past, future} under ι.
Signatures may be seen as “partial embedding functions” on parts of Din(Nin, Tin) in a
straightforward way. In particular, we call σ valid for (P, S, F ) if, roughly speaking, ϕ corres-
ponds (via ι) to something that can be extended to an embedding function on the subgraph
of Din(Nin, Tin) induced by the vertices P ∪ S introduced below (P, S, F ). In our dynamic
programming algorithm, we build valid signatures for a bag x from valid signatures of the
child bag(s) of x (in particular, validity for x is implied by validity for the child bag(s)).

Since iterating over all signatures for a bag (P, S, F ) (in order to check their validity)
exceeds FPT time, we will instead consider “compact” signatures, whose number and size
are bounded in the width |S| of the bag (P, S, F ). If Din(Nin, Tin) admits an embedding
function ϕ∗, then a compact signature corresponding to this embedding function exists. In
the following, we informally describe the compaction process for this hypothetical solution ϕ∗,
thus giving a rough idea of the definition of a “compact” signature. At all times, the
(tentative) signature will contain a display graph D(N, T ) (initially D(N, T ) = Din(Nin, Tin)),
and an embedding function of T into N (initially ϕ∗). For a more complete description of
our approach, see Appendix A in [40], for the proofs and remaining details, see Appendix B,
and for an illustration, see Figure 2.

Step 1 After initiallization with ϕ∗, we assign a label future to all vertices of F , and a
label past to all vertices in P (Observe that no vertex labeled past will be adjacent
to a vertex labeled future, since S separates P from F in Din(Nin, Tin)). Then, we
“forget” which vertices of Din(Nin, Tin) the vertices labelled past or future correspond
to. Our preliminary signature now contains (1) a display graph D(N, T ) whose vertices
are either labelled future or past or correspond (isomorphically) to vertices in S ⊆
V (Din(Nin, Tin)) (we refer the reader to [40, Appendix A.1] for a more formal description),
as well as (2) an embedding function for D(N, T ) into N .
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Nin

Tin

N

T

ι

ϕ

past

past

future

Figure 3 Example of a signature of a bag (P, S, F ). The S-part of D(Nin, Tin) is solid while the
non-S part is faded. The embedding ϕ (right, indicated with gray edge-highlight) maps T into N .
The dotted arcs labelled ι show the isomorphism between part of D(N, T ) and S ⊆ V (D(Nin, Tin)).
Note that the part of D(N, T ) that is not mapped to S is not necessarily isomorphic to anything in
D(Nin, Tin).

Step 2 We now simplify the structure of the preliminary signature. The main idea is that,
if a is an arc of T with both endpoints labelled past and all vertices in the path ϕ(a)
are also labelled past, then we can safely forget a and all the arcs in ϕ(a). Intuitively,
the information that a will be embedded in ϕ(a) does not have any effect on the possible
solutions one could construct on the part of Din(Nin, Tin) that is “above” the bag (P, S, F ).
Similarly, we can forget any arc a of T whose endpoints, as well as every vertex in ϕ(a),
are assigned the label future. Intuitively, this is because this information should have
no bearing on whether a solution exists with this signature for Din(Nin, Tin) restricted to
P ∪ S. In a similar way, we forget any vertex u ∈ V (T ) and its embedding ϕ(u) if they
are assigned the same label, provided that all their incident arcs can also be forgotten.
We will call the vertices and arcs fulfilling these conditions “redundant” and we remove
them from our tentative signature. We can also safely delete the vertices and arcs of N

that are labelled y ∈ {past, future} but are not part of the image of ϕ. As a result, we
now have that for any remaining vertex u ∈ T , either one of {u, ϕ(u)} is labelled past
and the other labelled future, or some vertex element of S must appear either one of
{u, ϕ(u)}, a neighbor of u, or a vertex in the path ϕ(a) for an incident arc a of u. Thus,
we have “forgotten” all the aspects of the embedding except those that involve vertices
from the present in some way, or those where the embedding “time-travels” between the
past and future (see [40, Appendix A.3] for a more formal description of this process).

Step 3 Finally, we may end up with long paths of vertices with in-degree and out-degree 1
that are labelled past or future in N (for example, if u and v are labelled past, then
ϕ(uv) may be a long path in N with all vertices labelled future). Such long paths do not
contain any useful information to us, we therefore compress these by suppressing vertices
with in-degree and out-degree 1 (This gives the compact signature, see [40, Appendix A.8]).

ESA 2022
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2.4 Bounding the number of signatures
We now outline the main arguments for why the number of possible (compact) signatures
for a given bag (P, S, F ) can be bounded in |S|. Such a bound on the number of signatures
ensures that the running time of the algorithm is FPT, because the number of calculations
required for each bag is bounded by a function of the treewidth.

The main challenge is to bound the size of the display graph D(N, T ) in a given signature
for (P, S, F ). Once such a bound is achieved, this immediately implies upper bounds (albeit
quite large) for the number of possible display graphs and the number of possible embeddings,
and hence on the number of possible signatures. We will focus here on bounding the size of
the tree part T . Once a bound is found for |T | it is relatively straightforward to use that to
give a bound on |N | (because the arcs of N that are not used by the embedding of T into N

are automatically deleted, unless they are themselves incident to a vertex in S, and because
isolated vertices are deleted and long paths suppressed).

It can be seen that a vertex u ∈ V (T ) is redundant (and so would be deleted from the
signature) unless one of the following properties holds:
(1) u ∈ S,
(2) ϕ(u) ∈ S,
(3) u is incident to an element of S

(4) for some arc a incident to u, the path ϕ(a) contains a vertex from S or
(5) u and ϕ(u) have different labels from {past, future}.
Essentially if none of (1)–(4) holds, then all the vertices mentioned in those properties have
the same label as either u or ϕ(u), using the fact that S separates the vertices labelled past
from the vertices labelled future. If u and ϕ(u) have the same label, then all these vertices
have the same label, which is enough to show that u is redundant. It remains to bound
the number of vertices satisfying one of these properties. For the first four properties, it is
straightforward to find a bound in terms of |S|. The vertices satisfying the final property
are “time-travelling” (in the sense that either u is labelled past and ϕ(u) future, or u is
labelled future and ϕ(u) past). Because of the bounds on the other types of vertices, it is
sufficient to provide a bound on the number of lowest time-travelling vertices in T .

To see the intuition why this bound should hold: consider some full solution on the
original input, i.e. an embedding function on Din(Nin, Tin), and suppose u ∈ V (Tin) is a
lowest tree vertex for which u ∈ P, ϕ(u) ∈ F (thus in the corresponding signature, u has
label past and ϕ(u) has label future). Let x ∈ V (Nin) ∩ V (Tin) be some leaf descendant of
u. Then there is path in Tin from u to x, and a path in Nin from ϕ(u) to ϕ(x) = x. Thus
Din(Nin, Tin) has an (undirected) path from u to ϕ(u). As this is a path between a vertex in
P and a vertex in F , some vertex on this path must be in S (since S separates P from F ).
Such a path must exist for every lowest time-travelling vertex u, and these paths are distinct.
The existence of these paths can then be used to bound the number of lowest time-travelling
vertices.

3 Algorithm and running time

The final algorithm first computes (or constant-factor approximates) the treewidth of the
display graph Din(Nin, Tin) and concludes non-containment if this computation already
implies tw(Din(Nin, Tin)) > 2tw(Nin) + 1. Otherwise, we proceed with a bottom-up dynamic
programming on a nice low-width tree-decomposition, which computes for each bag x =
(P, S, F ) a set CVx of “compact-valid signatures” for x (see Section 2.3 for a rough definition).
We use “compact-restrictions” to convert a compact signature of one bag into a compact
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signature for a different bag. Basically, such a restriction works by mapping certain vertices
to a label past or future, removing redundant parts of the display graph and collapsing
long paths (see Section 2.3; also see [40, Appendix A.3] for the formal definition).
Leaf bag. If x is a leaf bag, then P = S = ∅ and all compact signatures σ = (D(N, T ), ϕ, ι)

for x with ι−1(past) = ∅ are valid for x (and, thus, included in CVx).
Introduce-z bag. If x is an introduce bag with child y = (P, S \ {z}, F ∪ {z}) in T , then all

compact signatures σ for x whose compact-{z → future}-restriction is valid for y (that
is, contained in CVy) are valid for x.

Forget-z bag. If x is a forget bag with child y = (P \ {z}, S ∪ {z}, F ) in T , then all
compact-{z → past}-restrictions of compact-valid signatures σ for y are valid for x.

Join bag. For join bags, we use “reconciliations” which are, basically, 3-way analogues
of signatures, using labels {left, right, future} instead of {past, future} (see [40,
Appendix A.7]). In particular, if x is a join bag with children yL = (L, S, R ∪ F ) and
yR = (R, S, L∪F ), then we compute all compact reconciliations µ for x and check whether

the compact-{left → past, right → future}-restriction of µ is valid for yL and
the compact-{right → past, left → future}-restriction of µ is valid for yR.

Then, the compact-{{left, right} → past}-restriction of each µ verifying these condi-
tions is valid for x.

Correctness

The correctness of the computation of the sets CVx follows from [40, Lemmas 15–17 and 19].
After having computed CVx for the root bag r of the decomposition, we conclude that Nin
displays Tin if and only if there is a compact-valid signature (D(N, T ), ϕ, ι) for the root bag
with ι−1(future) = ∅. The correctness of this follows from [40, Lemma 10].

Running Time

To show that the running time is bounded in a function in the treewidth of N , the main
challenge is to bound the number of compact signatures for a bag (P, S, F ) by a function
of |S| (which, by Theorem 4, we may assume is at most 2tw(N) + 1). In order to do this,
we first bound the size of the display graph D(N, T ) in a signature by a function of |S|,
straightforwardly implying bounds on the number of possible display graphs, embedding
functions and isolabellings. Full details are given in [40]; to give a flavor of the proofs, we
present the argument bounding the number of arcs in T .

▶ Lemma 5. Any compact signature (D(N, T ), ϕ, ι) for a bag (P, S, F ) has |A(T )| ≤ 6|S|.

Proof. Let AS contain all arcs uv of D(N, T ) with ι(u) ∈ S or ι(v) ∈ S. As there is only
one vertex u with ι(u) = s for each s ∈ S and every vertex in D(N, T ) has total degree at
most 3, we have that |AS | ≤ 3|S|. As ϕ(uv) and ϕ(u′v′) are arc-disjoint for any distinct tree
arcs uv and u′v′, there are at most |AS ∩ A(N)| arcs uv of T for which ϕ(uv) contains an arc
in AS . Further, at most |AS ∩ A(T )| arcs in T are incident with a vertex in ι−1(S). Thus,
there are at most |AS | arcs uv in T for which {u, v} ∪ V (ϕ(uv)) contains a vertex of ι−1(S).

Every remaining arc uv in T has ι({u, v} ∪ V (ϕ(uv))) ⊆ {past, future}. Further, we
may assume the signature to be “well-behaved” (see [40, Sections A.4 and B.4]), which
implies among other things that vertices mapped to past and future cannot be adjacent
in D(N, T ), and that no arcs or vertices are redundant. Then we have ι(u) = ι(v) and
ι(u′) = ι(v′) for every arc u′v′ in the path ϕ(uv). Then, for all but at most |AS | ≤ 3|S|
arcs uv of T , we have ι(u) = ι(v) ∈ {past, future} as well as one of ι(V (ϕ(uv))) = {past}
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and ι(V (ϕ(uv))) = {future}. If ι(u) = ι(v) = past and ι(V (ϕ(uv))) = {past}, then uv is
redundant w.r.t. {past}, a contradiction, and, similarly in case ι(u) = ι(v) = future and
ι(ϕ(uv)) = {future}. So, for all but at most 3|S| tree arcs uv, either ι(u) = ι(v) = past
and ι(ϕ(uv)) = {future} or ι(u) = ι(v) = future and ι(ϕ(uv)) = {past}. In particular,
we have that ι(ϕ(v)) ̸= ι(v), and for such vertices we may assume v has out-degree 2 (see
Definition in [40, Appendix A.2]). Hence, any lowest arc uv in T is one of the at most |AS |
many arcs uv for which {u, v} ∪ V (ϕ(uv)) contain a vertex of ι−1(S). Thus, in total, T has
at most 2|AS | ≤ 6|S| arcs. ◀

▶ Theorem 6. Tree Containment can be solved in 2O(tw(Nin)2) · |A(Nin)| time.

4 Future work

Before implementing our dynamic programming algorithm, one should first try to reduce
the constant in the bound on the number of possible signatures as much as possible. Such
reductions may be possible for instance by imposing further structural constraints on the
signatures that need to be considered. If this constant can be reduced, possibly including
heuristic improvements, it would be interesting to implement the algorithm and test it on
practical data.

From a theoretical point of view, there are many opportunities for future work. First,
there are multiple variants and generalizations of Tree Containment that deserve attention:
non-binary inputs, unrooted inputs and inputs consisting of two networks. Indeed, in order
to decide if a network is contained in a second network, our approach would have to be
extensively modified, since our size-bound on the signatures heavily relies on Tin being a tree.

Second, a major open problem is whether the Hybridization Number problem is FPT
with respect to the treewidth of the output network. Again there are different variants:
rooted and unrooted, binary and non-binary, a fixed or unbounded number of input trees. For
some applications, the definition of an embedding has to be relaxed (allowing, for example,
multiple tree arcs embedded into the same network arc) [26, 25]. Other interesting candidate
problems for treewidth-based algorithms include phylogenetic network drawing [35], orienting
phylogenetic networks [27] and phylogenetic tree inference with duplications [39].

Finally, we believe that the approach taken in this paper (applying dynammic program-
ming techniques on a tree decomposition of single graph representing all the input data, with
careful attention given to the interaction between past and future) could potentially have
applications outside of phylogenetics, in any context where the input to a problem consists
of two or more distinct partially-labelled graphs that need to be reconciled.
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